
“Where do all these plastic parts actually come from? Who makes them and how 
are these plastic components even manufactured?” These are questions that hardly 
anyone asks. “What are those little curls on or in the plastic part, what are they 
for? Then there is a small spot that looks as if something was cut or torn.” These 
are all characteristics that are visible on each part and arise in the manufacturing 
of plastic parts. For this manufacturing technique, besides an injection molding 
machine and plastic granulates, an injection mold is needed.

Review your day and think about how many plastic parts you held in your hand, 
and then you can imagine that firstly there is an incredible number of injection 
molds and secondly the diversity of injection molds there must be in a variety of 
industries, applications, or life situations.

For each plastic part which is manufactured there is the corresponding in-
jection mold. There are at least as many injection molds as different plastic 
parts, worldwide. Nevertheless every injection mold is unique and there is 
an unimaginable number which increases every day.

▇

Or to put it in a different way, imagine yourself in the kitchen, bathroom, office, or 
sitting in the car. Now imagine all of the plastic parts gone. What remains? Not 
much is left that is not made of plastic.

In concrete terms: Let’s start early in the morning. Before even getting up you hit 
the alarm button. You already have had the first contact with a plastic part. It con-
tinues when you brush your teeth. Today’s toothbrushes are, although this is not 
easily recognizable, manufactured with very complex and complicated injection 
molds. The conventional toothbrushes with automatically inserted brushes are the 
simpler version. However, for manufacturing an electrical toothbrush, two different 
plastics are injected one after another in the injection mold in a very complicated 
procedure in order to make the rotating brushes in the small brush enclosure.

Hair dryers, coffee machines, tea kettles, refrigerators, stoves, and ovens are just a 
few consumer goods used in daily life. Opening the door of your car, you again have 
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contact with plastic parts. Without injection molds, the interior of a car is unimag-
inable. Seats, steering wheel, switches, buttons, handles, levers, blinds, instru-
ments, covering, trays and so on, a countless number of injection molds are used 
for the manufacturing of a vehicle.

Plastics surround us in the immediate vicinity of our workplace, whether it is in 
the workshop, in the office or in school. It doesn’t matter what you hold in your 
hand or use, again it’s plastic parts. A computer, a keyboard, whether it is on the 
machine or on the desk. Everywhere there are things made of plastic, in different 
colors, contours, shapes, and degrees of hardness—from hard and stable printer 
housings to the soft and flexible protective covers for the mobile phone.

Last but not least, a child’s room! Almost all children’s toy boxes are full of toys 
made from plastic: toy blocks, board game figurines, racetracks, puppets, game 
consoles, etc. Plastic parts, no matter what we do or where we are, accompany us 
the whole day. Plastic parts are everywhere, and without them a normal life would 
be inconceivable.

The list goes on and on. Everyone goes through their day, consciously or uncon-
sciously in contact with plastic parts, but no one thinks about their origin, even 
though there is a huge worldwide industry behind them. Not only are there manu-
facturers of injection molds all over the world but also large corporations that man-
ufacture the machines for the production of the plastic parts and very large chem-
ical companies that constantly develop and produce new plastics for different 
applications. Millions of people are at home in this inconspicuous world.

Through the constant development of ever improving high-quality plastics the ap-
plication possibilities continue to increase. Sheet metal parts made of steel or alu-
minum are gradually replaced by plastic parts. Brackets made of metal used for 
fixing cables, fuel lines, containers, or the like in a car’s engine compartment are 
replaced today by high-strength plastic parts.

Further evidence that this development will certainly continue is the progress in 
the production of bioplastics. To put it simply, for bioplastics, the petroleum used 
normally as raw material is replaced by biologically derived material. These oils 
are extracted from renewable raw materials and are also biodegradable. So far 
there have only been a few applications that were often only explored by scientific 
facilities. The whole thing is still in the stages of development. However, if only 
from the sustainability point of view, bioplastic is predicted to have a bright and 
important future.

The most significant advantage of plastic parts is that after manufacturing or the 
injection process a ready-to-use piece comes out of the injection molding machine. 
The manufacturing time for such a component is only a few seconds. This also has 
an impact on the much lower cost per piece. But now we come back to the contents 
of this book—the success of this whole process depends on a high-quality injection 
mold.
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 � 2.1 Simple Open/Close Mold

The open/close mold got its name from its easy movement and function when the 
injection mold for machining of the plastic parts is clamped onto an injection mold-
ing machine. The injection mold or the injection molding machine opens and 
closes without any further necessary movement taking place in the injection mold.

The entire motion sequence is called an injection cycle or just cycle. It begins with 
a closing of the injection mold. When it is closed, a liquid, hot plastic mass is in-
jected into the injection mold under pressure. Now a certain amount of time must 
pass before the liquid plastic has cooled and solidified and the plastic part in the 
injection mold reaches a certain stability. The injection mold opens and the fin-
ished, still-warm plastic parts are ejected from the injection mold. When all of the 
movements are finished, the process starts again. For the outside observer, the 
machine opens and closes again and again.

In using the term “liquid plastic”, one is referring to plasticized plastic. Plas-
tic pellets are heated and plasticized, which means they become soft and 
capable of flowing. In this consistency, the plastic can be injected into the 
injection mold. Depending on the type and kind of plastic pellets, this vary 
from being highly viscous to having a water-like viscosity. 

▇

The direction in which the injection mold or the injection molding machine opens 
and closes is called the main demolding direction. All movements of the injection 
molding machine, the injection molds and the moving parts in the injection mold 
run in this axial direction. Depending on the component there can be additional 
demolding directions. This is described in Section 2.2.
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The open/close mold is the simplest of all injection molds. As a result it is often the 
cheapest. Already in the planning and designing of plastic parts, efforts are made 
so that the plastic piece can be produced with this type of injection mold.

Figure 2.1 shows the demolding direction of a simple open/close mold. Both upper 
part (fixed half) and lower part (moving half) open and close in an axial direction. 
The plastic part has been designed for being produced with this specific mold in 
such a way that when opening the mold on the injection molding machine it is not 
damaged or destroyed.

demolding direction
of an 

open/close mold

upper part
(fixed half)

lower part
(moving half)

Figure 2.1 Demolding direction

The plastic parts which are to be produced with such an injection mold have no 
structural elements which deviate from the main demolding direction. Cup-shaped 
or flat parts, for example, are manufactured with this type of mold.

A plastic part can have elements such as side openings, latches and clips, laterally 
protruding edges or pipes. For the demolding of these elements, moving compo-
nents—called slides or inserts—are designed for the mold. In a secondary demold-
ing direction, these elements called undercuts can be removed from the mold with-
out damage. More on this in Section 2.2.
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The previously mentioned “expanding” parts container and cover is shown in Fig-
ure 2.2 to illustrate how such plastic parts produced in an open/close mold can 
look.

both components have no elements
 which deviate from the 

demolding direction

container

cover

demolding direction

Figure 2.2 Parts for an open/close mold

Here already is the first addition to container and cover. To connect the two and be 
able to close the container, a sleeve is introduced in every corner of the container 
and, aligning to the sleeve, a stepped bore is introduced in the cover. Now you can 
screw down the cover on the container with four screws.

Both the size of the injection mold as well as the open and close technique do not 
change despite these additions to the plastic parts. The additional elements are 
also in the demolding direction.

In Figure 2.3, the additional sleeves in the container and the stepped bores in the 
cover are shown. The demolding direction remains the same.
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both the sleeves in the container
as well as the holes in the 

cover are in demolding direction

container
cover

demolding direction

Figure 2.3 Parts for the open/close mold with additional elements

2.1.1 Classic Structure of an Open/Close Mold

The upper part (fixed half) and the lower part (moving half) are made up of several 
plates and risers. Via the integrated guides, that is, bolts in the fixed half and the 
bushes in the moving half, the mold closes precisely.

The fixed half consists of the clamping plate and the cavity plate. The guide bolts 
are installed in the cavity plate. The guide bolts are provided at the back end with 
a collar, which is embedded in the cavity plate. Against the slip out of the guide 
bolts the clamping plate is screwed tightly with the cavity plate. The cavity plate is 
fixed to the mold plate via another fitting diameter at the guide bolt.

The moving half of a classic open/close mold is made up of the mold plate, possi-
bly a backing plate, the risers and the lower cavity plate. The ejector set is between 
the risers. The guide bushes are also provided with a collar here and mounted in 
the cavity plate. They are secured in the moving half through the risers, which are 
attached, like the fixed half, via the back fitting diameter of the guide bush. The 
risers are again installed with the clamping plate and with the additional guide 
sleeves. Everything is screwed tightly together with long screws from the clamping 
plate through to the mold plate. This guarantees that all components are aligned 
and tightly connected. Ejectors are the moving parts in the injection mold that 
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eject or expel the plastic part after opening the mold. Ejectors are usually round 
pins which are installed in the ejector set. The small rings mentioned at the begin-
ning which are usually visible on the plastic part are the imprints of these ejectors.

In Figure 2.4 several longitudinal and cross sections through an injection mold are 
represented so that the classic structure of an open/close mold can be seen.

demolding direction

Longitudinal Section Cross Section

FH clamping plate

risers

MH clamping plate

backing plate

MH cavity plate

FH cavity plate
guide bolt

with fitting collar

guide bush
with fitting collar

ejector set
guide bush

FH screws

MH screws

FH = fixed half
MH = moving half

Figure 2.4 Section through a mold structure

The accuracy of fit in a mold is extremely important. Without precise guiding 
and fixing of both mold halves they can move radially.

▇

2.1.2 Guiding Elements

The guiding elements in an injection mold are very important. They ensure that 
both mold halves are already centered while closing against each other. Except in 
special solutions, guide bolts are built into the fixed half and guide bushes are built 
into the moving half. The tolerances between the cavity plates and the guide bolts 
and bushes are so small that they are installed with a light press fit.

The fixed half with the guiding bolts fits exactly, free of play, into the guide bushes 
of the moving half. Only in this way is it guaranteed that both sides fit together on 
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top of each other precisely and repeatedly. If this were not the case, the mold halves 
could move radially, which among other things can lead to different wall thick-
nesses in the plastic parts. This is also called mold offset.

Figure 2.5 shows what can happen when the guiding elements of an injection mold 
are not exactly aligned.

If the fixed half and the moving half are not exactly aligned 
and positively locked on top of each other this can lead to 
different wall thicknesses on the plastic part.

fixed half

moving half

demolding direction

Figure 2.5 Mold offset through insufficient guiding

Here are a few comparisons to get an idea of how important the accuracy of 
the guiding is. The tolerances between the bolt and the plate have to be so 
accurate that some light strikes are required when installing the bolt in the 
plate. If the bolt is just 0.006 mm too thick, it will be very difficult to install.
The tolerance between the guiding bolt and the guiding bush is even smaller. 
The difference between free-of-play movement and getting jammed is a maxi-
mum of 0.004 mm in diameter.
If the center distance between the guiding elements of the plates in the upper 
part and the lower part differs by more than 0.02 mm it is difficult for the 
mold to close.

▇
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Anti-rotation Protection
Today nearly all injection molds are rectangular. For this reason normally four 
guiding elements are installed, one in every corner. To prevent a false (rotated) as-
sembly of the fixed half and the moving half, one of the guides is smaller or bigger 
than the other three.

In Figure 2.6 the fixed half of a mold is displayed: three guide bolts with diameter 
(∅) 18 mm and one guide bolt with ∅ 20 mm. This should prevent a false (rotated) 
assembly of the fixed half on the moving half.

Fixed Half

guide bolt Ø 20 mm

guide bolts Ø 18 mm

anti-rotation protection 
through different diameters 
of the guiding elements

Figure 2.6 Anti-rotation protection in mold making

The following is important for the length selection of the guide bolts: Before the 
mold contours of the two halves approach, the guides must already fit into one an-
other. If the guides are too short, the mold contour could be damaged during the 
closing action of the mold halves.

In Figure 2.7 it is clearly visible that the guides are already sliding into one an-
other before both sides can have contact.
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The guide bolts are already 
inside the guide bushes.

The fixed half and the moving half 
still have no contact at the shortest 
distance.

Length of the Guiding Elements

Figure 2.7 Length selection of guiding elements

2.1.3 Backing Plate

These are not used very often in a very simple injection mold. They are installed 
when a complex cooling, a core pin or additional components that have no space in 
the cavity plate or pass through the cavity plate and should be held by the backing 
plate, are required in an injection mold.

In Figure 2.8 a core pin is shown which is installed in the cavity plate and is held 
by the backing plate.

The use of a backing plate has more functions and advantages here. One of the 
advantages is that the backing plate is installed under the cavity plate and is level. 
Therefore all the components which are attached to the backing plate are geomet-
rically determined and on the same level. A further advantage is the manufactur-
ing costs. To achieve a similar fixing of such a core pin, an additional installation of 
another cover from below would be necessary. A possibility here is a small built-in 
cover plate or a set screw which fixes the core pin.
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The core pin is held by the backing plate.

Moving Half

demolding direction

backing plate

cavity plate

Figure 2.8 The backing plate fixes and holds the core pin

Both alternatives cause higher production costs. If they are used several times in a 
mold, it makes sense to install a backing plate.

In Figure 2.9 two possible alternatives for the fixing of core pins are shown.

core pin additional set screw

Moving Half

demolding direction

cavity plate

screwed cover plate

Figure 2.9 Alternatives for fixing

Further additional and basic designs, functions, elements and components of an 
injection mold are discussed individually in the following sections of this book.
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 � 2.2 Molds with Moving Elements

Almost everything that makes an injection mold complicated and expensive orig-
inates from the geometry of the subsequent plastic parts. Therefore attention 
should already be paid in the planning and design of this plastic part that every-
thing that should later contain the plastic part is also to be realized in the injection 
mold. This is often a big challenge in the development, that is, the design of plastic 
parts. When design and technology meet, sometimes one has to compromise.

2.2.1 Undercut

side opening example

second 
demolding
direction

second
demolding
directionside pipe example

main demolding direction

Figure 2.10 Additional demolding directions

The next level of difficulty in plastic parts is elements which cannot be demolded 
in the main demolding direction like in an open/close mold. These elements, which 
are troublesome during demolding, are called undercuts. They need to be released 
or demolded in an additional demolding direction. For this purpose moveable com-
ponents, such as slides, core pins, ejectors for inclined ejection units or inserts, are 
used in the injection mold. They support the plastic piece so that it can be better 
demolded and ejected.
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In Figure 2.10 two possible elements, a side bore hole and a side pipe, are seen on 
our component. Both elements are an undercut on the plastic part and must be re-
leased via the second demolding direction. Only this way can the plastic parts be 
ejected from the mold without damage. For these two examples slides are used to 
do this.

2.2.2 Slide

When implementing these side openings the open/close mold becomes a mold 
with slides. Slides are moving components inside the injection mold. One or more 
parts of the mold contour are incorporated into these slides. The slide itself moves 
away from the plastic part during or after the opening of the mold in an additional 
demolding direction. Through this movement the undercuts are released before 
the plastic part is ejected from the injection mold. The required path is calculated 
and defined in advance. It must be large enough so that the plastic piece drops out 
of or can be removed from the injection mold without damage after the ejection.

In Figure 2.11 the slide for demolding the side opening on our container is shown. 
In the front area of the slide a part of the mold contour of the plastic part is incor-
porated. The round surface in front has contact with the fixed insert when the 
mold is closed and is injected. During injection, this contact prevents that the plas-
tic covers this spot and thus forms the bore holes in the plastic part. In technical 
language, this contact point is also called an aperture.

Slide with Plastic Part

slide mold contour

Slide without Plastic Part

contact to the insert
for the aperture

Figure 2.11 Slide with and without plastic part
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2.2.3 Slide Operation

To move this slide there are two possibilities. The first possibility is that the slide 
is connected with a hydraulic cylinder which is in turn screwed tightly to the injec-
tion mold. The slide is moved via this cylinder. For this solution the cylinder covers 
a clearly defined distance. It is bought and installed as a standard part. Find out 
more in Section 4.2. The second option is the forced control through an inclined 
pin. The pin is installed with a defined inclination on the fixed half of the injection 
mold. The front part of the inclined pin submerges in the moving slide. When the 
mold opens in the main demolding direction, through the resulting movement this 
inclined pin moves the slide in an additional demolding direction. There are addi-
tional details in Section 4.2.

Figure 2.12 displays the closed mold on the left and the slightly open mold on the 
right. On the slightly open mold the inclined pin has moved the slide in an addi-
tional demolding direction to the end position.

slide

closed mold

main demolding direction

additional 
demolding direction

slightly open mold

Figure 2.12 Closed and slightly open mold
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2.2.4 Latch, Clip Lock

Even a very small and harmless looking clip or catch can have a major impact on 
the design and on the cost of an injection mold.

The simplest application is a clip for snapping the cover onto the container. Clips 
or catches are also used to connect several plastic parts or to fix them together in 
an entire assembly group. The assembly of plastic parts has to be done very fast 
today and if possible automated. The use of such clip connections on plastic parts 
has, among others, the advantage that they can be quickly and easily installed 
without further hand tools.

For the size, type, complexity and also for the costs of an injection mold, it can be 
very important if the clip is attached outside or inside of the plastic part. This 
should be considered during the planning of the plastic part. If the clip or latch is 
outside of the component, it is in the demolding direction and thus there is no un-
dercut. Consequently, it is demoldable without further action.

Figure 2.13 shows both variations of a latch, inside and outside. The outer latch is 
open above, thus enabling a problem-free demolding. The inner latch is not open in 
the demolding direction. It will be damaged or even torn away during ejection. 
Consequently, one must think of how to prevent this.

demolding direction

latch insidelatch outside

Figure 2.13 Outside and inside latch
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2.5-axis milling  277
2-C mold  28
2D drawings  43
3+2-axis milling  281
3-axis milling  278
3-C or 4-C mold  29
3D data  43
3D design  43
4-axis milling  279
5-axis machining center  

276
5-axis milling  280
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5-axis simultaneous milling  
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abrasive plastics  73
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directions  3
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air valve  86
aluminum  71
annealing  246
aperture  13
arrangement  70

arrangement of cavities  
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assembly  217, 220
auxiliary ejector  112
auxiliary rib  111

B

backing plate  6, 10
“backpack” slide  167
baffle  189, 193
balancing cavities  260
ball-actuated puller  127
ball catch  162
beryllium copper  146, 197
bioplastics  2
blade ejector  133, 172
blank  29, 200
blockings  147
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144

C

cable  224
CAD
 – program  43
 – system  43

CAD/CAM system  43, 
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CAD data  284
CAD model  284
CAD system  284

CAM programming  284
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235
central clamping  67
central ejector  177
change core  144
changes on an injection 

mold  252
check lists  301
clamping claws  256
clamping plate  6, 33
claws  88
clip lock  15
closing force  67, 77
cloud  45
CNC program  275
coatings  251
cold runner  104
cold runner distributor  

105
cold runner distributor 

cross section  106
cold slug  109
collapsible core  23, 184
color chart  301
complexity of the plastic 

part  65
confirmation of order  234
connect circuits  198
connection  69
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connectors of components  
224

constrained shrinkage  53
continuous production  73
contour changes  143
contoured ejector  175
contour-forming split line 

face  90
controlled needle  120
converting  45
cool core  143
cooling  140, 188
 –  check for leaks  227

cooling circuits  188
cooling circuits, redirect  

192
cooling connectors  226
cooling hole, sealing  141
cooling in slide  163
cooling system  185
cooling time  262
copper  205, 289
copper alloy  143
copper cores  197
core pins  10, 12
 – fixing  11

core pullers  256
corner warping  59
costs  15, 18, 65, 117, 119
 –  determine  253

cotter  76
cotter surface  160
cup-shaped plastic parts  

4
cycle  30
cycle determined  70
cycle time  262
cylinders  155

D

data
 – amount  44

data size  43, 47
data transfer  44

date stamp  202
dead-end recess  110
dead spots  118
deep hole drills  294
deflection elements  198
delay  166
demolding  12, 80
demolding direction  4,  
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 – additional  3, 13
 – main  3, 12, 169
 – second  13
 – secondary  4

demolding problems  85
design  43
design discussion  235
design elements  43
de-spindling  23, 24
diaphragm gate  114
dielectric  288
DIN 912  138
DIN 16742  53
DIN 66217  277, 279
direct injection  68
displaced air  129
distributor  118
dome  62, 81
dosing  259
draft angle in the split   

83
draft angles  80
drilled cooling  190
drilling  293
durability  137
DXF  45

E

economic calculation  65, 
119

edge length  19
EDM  87, 205
EDM scale  94
ejection unit  257
ejector as tool  176

ejector base plate  170
ejector bolts  255
ejector cover plate  170
ejector for inclined surface  
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ejector guiding  128
ejector imprints  85
ejector pins with ball 

heads  126
ejectors  16, 62, 85, 169
ejector set  6, 16, 170
electrode  205
end position  14, 94, 161
end-position locking  162
end-position locking 

security  159, 179
energy efficiency  257
engineer’s blue  222
entrapped air  97
error quota  239
etched pattern  94
etching process  207
external thread  19, 20

F

feeder  37
feed point  95, 130
feed point location  96
fiber glass  49
fillers  49
filling simulation  97
filling study  122, 259
film gate  113
final assembly  236
finishing processing  282
finish milling  281
fit  219
 –  accuracy  242

fits  241
fitting  199
fixed half  4, 6
fixing of core pins  11
flat plastic parts  4
flow line  97, 121
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forced control  14, 21, 155
forced demolding  17, 185
forced removal  17
forces in mold  265
formulas and calculations  

302
free shrinkage  53
ftp server  45

G

gate. See feed point
gear  35, 39
gear rack  23, 25, 28
gear wheel  25, 26
glass beads  49
graining  207
graphite  205, 289
grease  154
grease pockets  154
grinding  292
guide bushes  6
guide nut  25, 26
guides  7
guide shoe  38, 40
guide thread  25
guiding  153
guiding bolts  7
guiding bolts, length 

selection  9
guiding in injection mold  

153

H

hard components  30
hardening  137, 247
hard-soft  29
heat exchange  186
heating cartridges  198
heat pipes  196
heat treatment  245
 –  types  246

high-helix lead screw  23, 
26, 28

high-helix nut  26
high-helix thread drive  27
holding pressure  49, 57, 

258
hoses  224
hot runner  37, 104
hot runner distribution 

system with needle valve  
120

hot runner distributor  118
hot runner single nozzle  

116
hot runner with needle 

valve  32
hydraulic connectors  226
hydraulic cylinder  14, 25, 

158, 167
hydraulic unscrewing unit  

24

I

IGES  45
impact wall  110
inclined contour ejectors  

219
inclined ejector  16, 169, 

175, 178
inclined pin  14, 21, 155, 166
inclined pin/cotter surface 

relationship  157
inclined pin, mechanical  

156
initial sample  267
initial sample inspection 

report  237
initial sample report  266
injection burr  260
injection cycle  3
injection mould  1
injection moulding 

machine  1
injection pressure  49, 77
inserts  12, 137
installation  215

 – from inside to outside  
215

installation height  255
installation height, higher  

42
integral hinge  121, 124
integral joint  124
internal mold pressure  

265
internal thread  19, 23

J

jet  110
jumping split line face   

90

L

label on mold  267
laser beam welding  271
LaserCUSING  296
laser sintering  296
laser texture  208
latch  15
leachate  73
lifting bridge  256
limit switch  224
locating ring  255
locks  94, 266
longitudinal direction  52
loose fits  241
lubrication  154

M

machine base  38, 40
machine size  65, 75
machine sprue bush  37
main demolding direction  

3, 83, 169
maintenance
 – ongoing  269
 – predictive  270
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maintenance schedule  
269, 302

male connector  224
manifold  118
manufactured parts  214
manufacturing costs  10
manufacturing 

technologies  275
marking  201
marking type  202
material accumulation  70
material pairings  29
material selection  48
material selection for 

injection mold  71
measuring pressure  227
melting temperature  118
melt temperature  263
microstructure, changes  

246
milestone  236
milled profile  87
milled structure  204
milling  87, 275
milling direction  87
milling head  281
milling machine  277
milling paths  286
mirror polishing  299
mission statement  239
mold contour  13, 149
mold core in slides  148
mold cores  23, 142
mold documentation   

235
mold for thread  19
mold halves  8
molding shrinkage  50
mold insert
 –  divide  137
 –  edge  139

mold inserts  137
mold locking device  256
mold offset  8
mold plan  257

mold related dimensions  
53

mold size  18, 19, 75
mold split  89
mold temperature  49, 98, 

263
mold types  3
mold with moveable 

elements  12, 23
mold with rotary plate  32
mold with slides  13
motion sequence  3, 40, 

257
moveable components  12
moving half  4, 6
multi-cavity mold  28, 69
multi-component injection 

molds  28, 35

N

NC data  43
neutral data format  44
nitriding  249
non-mold related 

dimensions  53
nozzle radius  255
number of cavities  64,  

75

O

oblong hole  166
offset split  94
open/close mold  3
opening and closing  38
optimizing of parameters  

262
order  234
O-ring seal  140, 218, 228
output quality  64, 66, 71
over injection  67

P

parameter  257
pilot drill  294
plastic granulates  1
plastic parts  1
plastic suitable design  61, 

80
plate thickness  79
pocket bottom  218
polishing  87, 209, 298
post processor  287
post shrinkage  50
practical guidelines  301
precision  94, 241
press fits  241
process chain  231
procurement process   

233
production costs  11
production cycle, typical  

258
profile grinding  293
projected surface  160
pulling ejector  169
push back pin  176
push-in connection  199
pushing ejector  170

Q

quality assurance  239
quick connect couplers  

199, 226

R

ramp  151, 242
recycling  96
release  238
repairs  272
replacement parts  270
residual cooling time  264
resulting movement  14,  

16



 Index 313

ribs  62, 81, 133
right hand principle  279
ring gate  115
risers  6
rotary plate  33
rotary table technology  

32
roughing  281
rough surface  204
runner  69, 97, 105, 126

S

sample mold  71, 137
screw  258
screw cap  20
screw coupling  20
screwed-in core  146
screwing movement  23, 

24
screws  6
seal  33
sealing plug  199
sealing point  259
sealing slide  35
self-locking effect  138
semi-finished parts  33
sequential function chart  

301
serial mold  137
server  45
service life  71
set screw  10
shear forces  147
shifting technology  29
shrinkage  48, 61, 97
side opening  13
silicone  50
simulation  56, 96, 97
simulation program  56
sinker EDM  289
sink marks  146
sleeve ejector  131, 173
slide  12, 21, 76, 91, 146
 –  split line  150

slide body  153
slide design  148
slide guide  22, 220
slide in slide  165
slide lock technology  35
slide operation  14, 155
slide width  155
sliding guides  38
smallest draft angle  81
soft components  29, 34
soft material  29
spacing rollers  80
specifications  60
spindle drive  27
spiral core  195
split  89, 222
split edges on insert  93
split line
 – visible  94

split line face
 – contour-forming  90
 – jumping  90
 – plain  89

split line faces, two  35
split line on slide  150
split line surface  22
spotting  222
spotting edge  223
spring ejector  175
spring in slide  161
sprue  67, 69, 96
sprue ejector  177
sprue length  128
sprue line  96
sprue on the part  107
sprue picker  96, 125
sprue system  103
sprue type  103
stack mold  35, 65
stainless steel  74
standard parts  213
standards  240
STEP  44, 46
STL  46
stress whitening  85

stripper plate  180, 185
surface  63, 87, 94, 203
surface grinding  293
surface modelling software  

45

T

talc  49
technical specification  

235
temperature balance  117, 

119, 185, 263
temperature balance of 

the mold  49
temperature of the liquid 

plastic  49
tempering temperature  

247
T-guiding  153
thermal sensor  224
thread halves  20
three plate mold  125
TIG welding  270
tilting rotary table  283
TiN coating  251
toggle lever  40
tolerances  7, 53
transfer point  37
transport bridge  225
transverse direction  52
transverse hole  140
triangular facets  47
tunnel gate  96, 108
tunnel gate inserts  128
tunnel in the fixed half  

108, 109
turning  295
two-component injection 

mold  28
two-stage ejector  181
two units  30
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U

undercut  12, 16, 20
unscrewing movement   

23
unscrewing unit  28
USB memory stick  238
USB stick  45

V

vacuum  82, 86, 88, 139
vacuum hardening  247
vacuum soldering  297
validation  231, 255

VDI 3400  205, 289
ventilation  129, 139, 150, 

176, 263
ventilation channel  132
ventilation insert  134
ventilation in the split  135
ventilation on ejector  135
ventilation via components  

132
Vickers hardness  250
visible face  63
visible split line  94
vision  239
visual inspection  227
volumetric filling  259

W

wall thickness  8, 49, 58
warping  56, 97
wear  272
wear plates  92, 222
welding  270
weld penetration  270
whip gate  128
wire EDM  288, 291
without damage  62
wrong side  87


